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Plate X.

WILL~AM
FERREL,
in 1859, published a paper in the Mathematical
Monthly announcing the law now known as c c Ferrel's law" :
" If a body move in any direction on the earth's surface, there
-is a deflecting force arising from the earth's rotation which deflects it to the right in the Northern Hemisphere and to the
left in the Southern." The application of-this law ;to the explanation of the course of the; trade-winds is familiar to everybody, and it must also apply to streams. There are, of course,
many other factors which come into play to decide the courseof the stream, and the question is one that has aroused considerable discussion.
G. K. Gilbert, writing on '' The sufficiency of Terrestrial
Rotation for the Deflection of Streams," in the " American
Journal of Science," vol. xxvii (1884), says he started by considering the rotation of the earth quite unnoticeable, owing to
greater differences due to hardness of rocks, slope, &c,, but
nevertheless, on giving the matter full consideration, is now
compelled to write supporting the contention that the terrestrial
rotation is sufficient to cause deflection. In a discussion in the
French Academy of Science, Bertrand demonstrated that a river
flowing in S. lat. 45O, with a velocity 3 metres per second, would
of its weight, and he regarded this
exert on its left bank
as too small for consideration. Henry Buff pointed out that
the influence of rotation combined with that of gravity would
be to heap the waters up on the left side, make them a little
deeper there, and so increase the velocity slightly, so,that the
terrestrial rotation increases the transporting, and therefore corrading, power on the left bank. It is true, however, that he
regarded this as of less effect than the wind-waves on the same
surface. It has been held by others that the influence of the
rotation merely amounts to a slight change in the direction of
gravitation-that a river flowing down an incline to the sea
will flow not straight down, but slightly to the left, and that
that is all. The river m11 take up this course, adjust itself to it,
and then nothing further will happen. Gilbert himself held this
opinion for some time, but saw fit to abandon it.
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A stream flowing straight has a symmetrical cross-section,
the swiftest current in the centre. Admit a curve and centrifugal force comes into play ; and since this force varies as the
square of the velocity, it throws the swifter strands of the stream
towards the outer bank; corrasion results there, a deposit is
formed on the inner bank, and the eccentricity, so far from
correcting ~tself,goes on increasing until quite other forces come
into play.
Now, Perrel proves that the deflectlve force of the earth's
rotation (be its apparent effect large or small) varies as the velocity of the stream ; and this is the main point of the argument.
If it varies as the velocities, it must exert a, ,selective action
on -the various strands of water moving a t different velocities.
It moves over to the left bank* the strands of water moving
most quickly. Now, in water moving round a curve, with the
outside to the left, the centrifugal force moves the water to the
left as the square of the velocities, and the rotational force
moves the water to the left as the velocities, and these two forces,
act in concert, and their effects are summed. If the curvatwe
has its outside to the right, the centrifugal force tends tozmove
the thread of greatest velocity to the right, but the rotational
force tends to move it to the left, and the two forces are opposed.
Gilbert eppresses this by means of the follonting equation :-,.
v = Velocity of stream;
1. = Radius of curvature of stream-course ;
m = Angular velocity of earth's rotation:;
l = Latitude of locality:
Total displacement of velocity to left v + r sin l

-

Total displacement of velocity to right

v

- r sin I

Giving the values derived from the study of the Mississippi,
m = 0-000072924rad. p& second,
v = 8.4 ft. per shcond,
r = 8,000ft.,
l = 37",
we have, were it in Southern Hemisphere,

;

-

,
I

L
- = 1.087
R
-that is, tlie selective movement of velocities to left bank is
nearly 9 per cent. greater than to right bank.
Let me refer now to the law that the transporting-power of
a stream varies as the sixth power of its velocity. It is a matter
*

* All streams are supposed to be in the Southern Hemisphere.

*
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af experiment. A stream running l:&.a second is, we suppose,
able to move a stone 2 lb. in weight. Increase the velocity
t o 2 ft. 6 second: instead of now being able to lift a stone 2 lb.
,inweight, it can lifb one of actually 64 lb. weight, 64 being 26,.
Now, consider these accumulated facts : The effects of
%he terrestrial rotation are unceasing and cumulative. It is
allowed to cause ?n extra pressure on the left bank; it is allowed to increase depth of water and so increase the velocity
on left bank ; it is allowed, in a river of the rate of flow and
S. latitude (altogether neglecting the size) of the Mississippi, to
cause a selective motion of velocities towards left bank of curves
of 9 per cent., and then the transporting-power of stream varies
as sixth power of velocities, so that even if the,velocity on the
left bank be very slight17 greater the difference in corrodingpower will be very appreciable. Consider these accumulated
facts, and we may believe that the rotation of the earth may
well have same slight effect on the .course of a river-slight,
of course, is agreed, but not so slight as to be unappreciable in
f avowable circumstances.
Gilbert, in the paper mentioned above, describes an actual
case where he believed that the terrestrial rotatim had -most
evidently determined the course of several streams. On the
south side of Long Island, New York, a number of streams flow
down a plain of gentle slope and essentially homogeneous formation. Each of these valleys is bordered on the right side by
a bluff from 10 ft. to 20 ft. high, while its gentle slope of the
left side merges imperceptibly with the general plain. Thc
stream in each case follows closely by the bluff a t the right, and
there seems no reasonable doubt that these peculiar features
result from the influence of terrestrial rotation.
Thus much I read at a time when I had seen the Canterbury
rivers only while crossing them on the main line of railway. But
thinking over them, I remembered that the Rangitata and Waitaki had steep and high hanks on their left sides, and very
sloping or unnoticeable hanks on their: right. I aIso thougllt then
that the Canterbnry 'Plains mere homogeneous in stiuct~~re,
and
had several streams running across them, 50 that if the rotation
of the earth did have a deflectinq influence on the courses of
rivers, we should on these plains see it as well as anywhere.
To be able to detect the influences of th9 earth's rotation we need
an even slope through a homogzneous structure. Where rocks
of clifferent hardness occur, or where the slope is not regular,
we can expect the influence of the earth's rotatlon to be partidly
or wholly obscured. I started a year ago to take measurements
of the height of the banks of the rivers, and the distance of these
banks from the right and left side of the stredm. In the course

.
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of the mensurements T hare visited, I think, ill1.the chief streams
of C~ntelbury,with the exception cif the Selwyn and Snds.
When I say " visited them," I mean I have travelled up and
down both thpir right and left banks from the mountains to the
sea, tsking a section of the river under observation about every
four miles. The rive~sand &reams thus examined were tlla
Ashley, Waimhriri, Rakaia, north and -south brmches oi
the Ashburton, the Rangitat?, Orari, Opihi, Otaio. Makikihi,
Waihao, and Waitaki. My outfit consisted of a bicycle, to
pet irtm place to place, with a tested cyclometer to determine
the distance8 I had travelled up or down the river when Faking
each section ; a pedometer, tested t o record one mile for each
2,000 pclces I walked, and which was very ll~efulfor dctermieng
the width of terraces ; a chain t q e measure and ball of string,
to determine the height of the most important terraces; ancl,
finally, a couple of levels to find out %hen, standing on opt:
bank, I was at the same eleva-tion ; 2 ~the top of the opposite
hank o? the stream. One of these levels was a smkll dumpy,
~c11t-I the other 21, $mall b : ~ i l ~ l ~
level
r ~ s screwing into a stick; for
the rougher observations. My method of work was t o choose
a road as near the bapklj of the river as possible, and every
four rnilea or so make expeditions on foot to the river-bank;
then, having lognil the first terrace, to walk to the stre?m,
recording the heights of. the escarpment:, and the breadth of
the terraces as I went. This observation was supplemented,at
a later date bp a corresponding observation on the other side
of the rlver, at a point as near13 a8 possible opposite the first.
Early in the course of the investigation I found that the conditions obtaining on the plains were not as favourable as I had
imagined. The Raktaia and Rdngitata do not flow dowp a
perfectly even slope, but my observation^ on thew riveis are
included with the others. On the other hand, it will bo noticed
that no section of the Waimakariri is given, as it wau evident
that the t.wcl disturbing factor8 mentioned-namely, w&nt of
unifolmity of texture of the plains and waot of uniformity of
slope-we particularly obtrusive in this case. For the first
nine or ten miles of its course the river 1s oontinually held' or
deflected bp the 'fan of the Kowhai and Rock For6 ; by the
icbutmenta of E ~ g l oHill, which run down into thc river ; by the
Gorge Hill4 and b y Brown's Rook. After a few more mile8 the
river, which used to rLzn thro-agh Prebbleton and down-to the
ia lentirely throyn out of i@ -course by
ssndhills at Hcrlr~woll,~
its own fan strikiiig against the Port Hills; and it2 present hank
is about nine miles from its old southernmost me. Owing to
the magnitude of the disturbing ,firctors, then,- the W~imakariri
was unsuitable for the p-poses of the investigation. C

'
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The results of the investi~stionin the case of the other
rivers \;ill be hest seen by examining the generalised section
of each river shown on Plate X, fip. 1-6. These soctious
have been prepared in the following manner: The heights
of all the esca,rpments on the left bank wers added, and divided
by the number of sections across the river: this gives the
height of the left bank. The same thing was done with those
011 the right. Then the width of all the taraces from the first
escarpment on the-left bank to the river-bed were added, and
divided by the number of sections taken, and this gives the
breadth of the left bank, and a similar calculation that of the
right bank. The average wid%h of the bed was also taken,
and the black spot in the bed shows the average position of the
main body of water in the stream. It will be seen that the
general lesult shows to a very marked degree that the left bank
is much more abrupt than the right-that is, that the rivers
have corroded that bank to which the influence of the earth's
rotation tends to deflect them.
It may be pointed out that if the Waimakariri had been used
in the investigation, it would have given very exaggeratecl
results of the same nature as those shown by the other rivers,
as in its lower coilrs~its first terrace on the right bank id about
nine miles from the present bed of the stream.
The Raka,ia is the only river observed thtxt has higher banks
on it8 right bank than on its left. Von Haast concludesand is, I belieye, generally supported by other geologists-that
the Ashburton was at one time much the bigge~tof the three
rivers now known as the Rangitata, Ashburton, and Rakaia01; indeed, that these rivers were one, and emptied therns~~lves
. in the position now occupied by the present A~hb-&on. This
joint river deposited upos the plains a huge fan, whcse front
edge strstched southwards past the present Rangitata and
no$hwlards past the present Rakaia. This fan is still fairly evident, especially in the cliffs along the Ninety-mile Beach, which
cli5s rise from 10 ft. at the mouth of the R$kaia to 60 ft. at the
Ashburton, and fall away to 20 ft. or less at the Railgitata.
Standing on the right bank of the Rakaia with my level,
it was only by looking backwards up the plain that I could find
a point on the left bank as high as that on which I stood, for
I was standing on the fan of the old Ashburton; and the same
was true while standing on the left bank of the Rangitata,
On the opposite side of the river, and in a direction at right angles
to its flow, there was no land as high as that on which I stood,
for here, too, I was on the old Ashburton fan, but on its southern
edge. Now, the presence of the fan will easily account for the
height of the-right bsnk of the Rakaia, if we can h d eny reason,
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why the river should have corroded this higher bank rather than
.
run down beside this bank.
The Rakaia when it fist became independent was &g
through its present gorge in a direction that would carry it well
into Lake Ellesmere, along the line where the Ashburton fan
-.overlaythe general seaward slopc of the plains. This woddrgive
the river a course from gorge to sea of about ,fortyfive miles,
while its present course from gorge to sea is-thirty-eight miles,
and the shortest possible course is thirty-five. Now, the shorter
the course is, the greater is the. fall per mile, the -greater the
velocity, and the greater-by the sigth power-the corrssion.
Suppose the river formed a delta at its mouth : one arm would
flow southward into the sea, and the other north;-but %he one
flowing soutli would have a shorter distance to go for,the same
fall, would corrade more rapidly, and would become the master
stream. Thus the continual tendency of the stream's 611th
would be to move+'southward so is to reach the position in which
it would have the least distance to go to pass through the fixed
amount of fall from the gorge to the sea. I believe this con.clusion is valid, and my belibf is strengthened by Von Haast's
reference to an apparently well-known -law-namely, - that
rivers that unite tend to do so by the shortest line." If this
statement is a true one it shodd also apply to rivers-that reach
the sea : they endeavour to do so .by the shortest line. At the
same time, I must confess ,that in my working models of this
system of fans and rivers the stream that represented the
Rakaia corraded the fan and shifted its mouth. southwards in
a less marked degreethan I had anticipated.
This consideration, if accurate, then, explains the only exception to the general truth-that the rivers flowing through the
plains have eaten into their left bank more than their right
bank. The Rangitata was in the same position as the Rakaia
in regard to the Ashburton fan-namely, it ran do? the side
of it ; so that we may neglect the presence of this fib eltogether,
for its influence on one bank of one river is counterbalanced
by its influence on the other bank of the second. I have
therefore prepared an averagebsection of the larger rivers of
Canterbug, including all but the Waimakariri (fig. 8). .If
it is considered that the fan -of the Afihburtori has too great
an effect to be negligible on the courses-of the Rangitata.cand
Rakaia, we will reject those rivers, and take an average section
of those remaining-viz., the bhley, Opihi, Ashburton, and
Waitaki (fig. 7). I have on;itted the Waihao, Makikihi, and
Otaio owjng tq, their, small size ; but these streams, show the
same peculiarities in a very marked<degree. In either case, it
will be seen that the average left bank is steeper tlian the average
'
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right, and that the average position of the main stream is nearer
the left bank. This renders it probable that the rotation of
the earth has had a deflecting influence upon the courses of the
-rivers rllnning through the Canterbury Plains.
Note I.-Gilbert says he would not expect to see the influence
of the terrestrial rotation %ked in rivers that are flowing
rapidly and- corrading their beds vertically ; but even in this
case there must be certain curves in the course of the stream
with differential corrasion on the opposite banks.
Note 2.-Some 01 the Canterbury rivers, notably the Ashlejr,
flow almost due east, and in such cases the infiuences of the
rotation must be much less marked. But again, the curves in
the course of the river must occur, and even if the general course
of the river is due east, in its curves it will flow more or less
north or south, and so again present favourable conditions' for
the effect of the terrestrial rotation to make itself apparent.
EXPLANATION OF PLATE X.
In all cases the east side of the river appears on the right-hand side
of the section, following the convention in map-drawing. The arrangement has the disadvantage, in southwards-flowing rivers, that the left
bank is on the right-hand side of the observer. He should imagine himself
looking up the stream.
Each ordinate represents 4 ft., the abscis~ae200 yds. The black dot;
in-the bed of the stream represents the position of the maln bcdy of water.
Each ordinate in figs.7 mid 8 represents 10 ft., tlie abscissae 200 yds.
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